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Abstract: The paper discusses the implementation areas of multifractal parameterization of microstructures for
metallurgy and welding purposes. The objects of investigation are welds made by argon arc welding in the
austenitic steel parts. Radiographic, spectral, microstructure analysis, parameterization of microstructures and
Vickers hardness test were used. The design data were acquired with MFRDrom software on the basis of the
analysis of microstructure images of welding joints made from austenitic steel. It was determined how the
preparation defects of thin sections (grind and polish marks) and welding defects such as pores, cracks,
influence the results of parameterization of welding joint microstructures. The relations between hardness and
multifractal parameters of uniformity and orderliness were established.
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INTRODUCTION Determination of fractal characteristics sometimes

The reliability and durability of structures during adaptive properties of steel structure. MFP method
operation can be determined by diagnostics of the together   with   fractal   maps   makes     it   possible  to
structural condition and mechanical properties of find dangerous  areas  where steel deformation
materials which are revealed by traditional metallography mechanism   changes    that   results   in  the degradation
methods and mechanical tests. But sometimes it requires of  plastic   properties    and    increases   the probability
time- and labour-consuming operations. of  brittle  fracture.  The  change  in deformation

One of the promising concepts which helps to mechanism  is  matched  by  drastic   change of
identify microstructure parameters and predict material orderliness  parameter  that is consistent with the
mechanical properties is the methodology of multifractal reduction of impact strength that corresponds to the
parametrization (MFP) developed  by  G.  V.  Vstovsky. experimental researches, correlates with the data by other
The term parametrization is usually used in reference to authors and confirms the fundamental nature of this
some method of description for systems of various nature parameter.
(mechanical, physical, chemical, etc.) using some MFP method for structures helps to diagnose the
quantitative characteristics to distinguish and compare material condition with existing variation of structures
similar systems. Materials science uses parametrization for within recommended technology. It is possible to carry
quantitative description of the structure of investigated out fine selection of materials, discard load-sensitive
materials. structures.

helps  to  find  changes  in  structure and evaluate
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 When the parts made from iron carbon alloys are  The images of microstructures were captured using
subjected to operating temperature load the integrity of the stationary microscope with magnification limit to 1000x
the material is disturbed in the grain boundaries as a result with integrated AxioCamHR digital camera for image
of structural transformations in the intergranular space. capture; the personal computer with software package

 MFP is successfully used to find the optimum including AxioVision, Adobe Photoshop, MFRDrom, MS
conditions of heat treatment where the most informative Excel, MathCAD. The preliminary preparation of the
parameters of canonical spectra are parameters of images of  investigated  structures  included  processing
uniformity and orderliness. Any “anomalies” of these of the digital  images  by  computer  graphics  methods.
multifractal characteristics during investigation of heat For that, nine regions were cut symmetrically to the
treatment conditions precede the beginning of formation original image from JPEG images  made  by  the
of large grains, their merging into huge grains. Multifractal microscope digital camera; then they were converted to
analysis of microstructures makes it possible to choose BMP format with maximum image contrast and resolution
proper raw material and heat treatment conditions to rule 300 pixels/inch using 50% threshold method. Processing
out crack formation and self-destruction. of a series of investigated microstructures included

If the inner composition of structure elements cannot uploading them to MFRDrom software, choosing a
be determined using instrumental methods or the image of spectrum type (Canon or Pseudo), number of decimal
local structure area can be obtained only on one scale the places, basic color of structure, area of coverage. The
fractal approach to analysis cannot always be used [1-3]. mechanical properties of austenitic steel were evaluated

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In the investigation the characteristics of orderliness relation between uniformity and orderliness parameters
D  – D and uniformity F were chosen as the main and the grain size of analyzed material and resolution of1 200 200

results of multifractal parametrization [2]. They were the microstructure image [4, 5].
calculated using MFRDrom software by searching the The crack length, number and size of pores in the
design mathematical parameter q which defines saturation microstructure of equal-sized austenitic grain were
orderliness. simulated (Fig. 2). The mathematical relationship between

The metallographic sections [3] were obtained with uniformity (F) and crack length in pixels (x) was found
the automatic grinding and polishing system. The steel using MS Excel spreadsheet application:
grain boundaries were revealed by etching for 20 seconds
with Krupp reagent (Fig. 1). F = - 5*10 *x  + 0,0001*x + 2,049. (1)

with Vickers method.

Main Part: The earlier investigations established the

-7 2

Fig. 1: Microstructure of base metal of welding joint made from austenitic steel 10X11H20T2P
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Fig. 2: Relation between the uniformity of welding joint
microstructure and crack length

Fig. 3: Hardness prediction algorithm

 The analysis of theoretical and experimental data
(Fig. 2) revealed the certain length (100-200 pixels) of the
crack  with  constant  width.  If  it  increases  the
uniformity and orderliness do not change within certain
limits. The parameterization results for welding joint
structures are also influenced by the width of cracks, their
spatial orientation and number in the investigated
sections. In MFRDrom software base color is taken as
white (austenitic grains), color of marks of grinding,
cracks and machining in the sections as black.

 The algorithm was proposed to predict the hardness
of welding joints by normalization of the functions,
compilation of planning matrix for full factorial experiment,
evaluation of homogeneity of variances of response
function and calculation of polynomial coefficients of
math model.

The algorithm in Fig. 3 includes the following stages:

Microstructure of the sample is acquired with a
microscope, captured by photography or image
scanning.
At this stage the relevant parameters are calculated
with MFRDrom software: uniformity F , orderliness200

D – D  and grain size in the various areas of the1 200

welding joint. The table of the experimental data
obtained is remade.

At this algorithm stage the function of HV hardness,
uniformity F and orderliness D  – D  are200 1 200

approximated with reference to the coordinates of the
welding joint, i.e. the certain regions and zones will
have strictly defined values of approximated
functions.

This analysis can be useful for hardness prediction in
the metal regions of machine components where it is
impossible for some reason to determine the hardness by
mechanical test methods or it is necessary to restore its
value in the unmeasured areas.

CONCLUSION

The method of structure parameterization [6-10] was
adapted to investigate austenitic steels that included the
special aspects of preparation of images of welding joint
microstructures, different grain sizes for welding joint,
heat-affected and base metal regions, various grain
orientation after grinding and etching, defects of welding
joints. The above factors influence the uniformity and
orderliness of welding joint structure as a whole and
separate areas in particular. Their investigation requires
the rational choice of areas for structure parameterization,
the number of such areas adjusted for possible deviations
in etching modes and etching nonuniformity, microscope
magnification and other factors, i.e. parameterization of
welding joints should be made in the conditions as similar
as possible.

Resume:

It is established that uniformity and orderliness are
influenced by grain size, size and number of pores,
slag inclusions and cracks, machining marks.
It is determined how the preparation of
metallographic surface and structure defects
(technologies) influence the results of
parameterization.
Multiple calculations revealed that unetched grain
boundaries, image size and structure resolution,
microscope magnitude influence multifractal
parameters, e.g. during computer-aided analysis of
metallographic structures.
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